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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
The State Bar does not currently have a formal procedure for handling complainants who file
excessive numbers of meritless or frivolous complaints. Continued processing of those
complaints unduly burdens the State Bar’s limited resources and hampers its ability to serve the
general public.
Proposed Rule of Procedure 2605 would grant the Office of Chief Trial Counsel (“OCTC”)
authority to apply a vexatious complainant designation to complainants who have filed 10 or
more complaints in the preceding two-year period that were closed at the inquiry stage due to
a finding that the complaints lacked sufficient factual or legal grounds to warrant investigation.
Upon such a designation, OCTC would not be required to review or process subsequent
complaints from the vexatious complainant unless the complaint is verified under penalty of
perjury and submitted on the complainant’s behalf by an active licensed attorney. OCTC’s
decision to apply the vexatious complainant designation would be reviewable by the State Bar
Court.
This item also proposes an amendment to Rule of Procedure 5.10 to clarify that State Bar Court
proceedings regarding a vexatious complainant’s request for review of the vexatious
complainant designation would be confidential, consistent with the statutory requirement that
information concerning complaints that do not result in disciplinary charges cannot be
disclosed publicly.
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This item requests that the Committee direct that this proposed rule and rule amendment be
circulated for public comment for a period of 45 days.

BACKGROUND
This new rule is necessary because there is currently no rule or other clear legal guidance to
allow OCTC to depart from its ordinary process of acknowledging and processing every new
complaint 1 received.
Business and Professions Code Section 6093.5 requires OCTC to acknowledge receipt of a
written complaint of attorney misconduct and to inform the complainant of the reasons for the
disposition of the complaint. OCTC’s current practice is to acknowledge and process every
complaint that it receives and send an individualized closing letter in response to every
complaint, regardless of the number of complaints an individual submits.
The process for reviewing and acknowledging every new complaint includes creating a new
case number entry in the case management system, substantively reviewing the complaint,
drafting a narrative summary of the allegations, and analyzing whether the complaint alleges
facts that could establish a potential violation of the Rules of Professional Conduct or State Bar
Act so that further investigation should be conducted. If the intake attorney determines that
the complaint does not sufficiently allege a violation, the intake attorney drafts a letter to the
complainant informing them of the reasons for closing the complaint.
Some complainants have filed large numbers of meritless complaints (in one recent case, a
single complainant submitted over 1,500 complaints against different attorneys). OCTC has
dedicated significant staff resources to reviewing and processing frivolous complaints, including
hiring a temporary contract attorney dedicated to reviewing complaints from complainants
who would qualify as vexatious under this proposed rule. The Complaint Review Unit within the
Office of General Counsel has also been negatively impacted by the volume of complaints from
vexatious complainants. The number of vexatious complainants is expected to rise with the
recent launch of the online complaint submission process.
The only existing vexatious litigant statute applicable to the State Bar, Business and Professions
Code Section 6158.4, subdivision (j), applies by its terms only to complainants alleging
violations of the attorney advertising statutes. Business and Professions Code Section 6158.4
allows complainants to pursue a private enforcement action against an attorney for alleged
advertising violations after first filing a complaint with the State Bar. Complainants who file five
or more such unfounded complaints within a seven-year period are deemed vexatious litigants
1

As used in this agenda item, “complaint” refers to a communication submitted to the State Bar alleging
misconduct by an attorney. This usage is consistent with OCTC’s practice of referring to all such communications
as “complaints.” However, the proposed rule uses the term “communications” rather than “complaints” because
Rule of Procedure 5.4(13) defines “complaint” as a “communication alleging misconduct by a State Bar member
sufficient to warrant an investigation that may result in discipline of the member if the allegations are proved.”
Because the proposed rule applies only to those communications alleging misconduct that are not sufficient to
warrant an investigation, the term “complaint” is not used in the rule. This is to maintain consistency across the
rules of procedure and to avoid confusion.
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and are required to post a security of $25,000 before the State Bar may consider any
complaints from that person. The legislative history indicates that this limitation was imposed
to deter frivolous litigation. The proposed new rule concerning vexatious complainants alleging
other disciplinary violations is significantly less restrictive, and does not require the posting of a
security.

DISCUSSION
A. Proposed New Rule of Procedure 2605 (Vexatious Complainants)
Proposed rule 2605 would allow OCTC to designate a person a vexatious complainant if that
person has filed 10 or more complaints in the preceding two-year period that were finally
closed without investigation at the inquiry stage. The vexatious complainant may seek review
of the designation from the State Bar Court. The State Bar Court’s scope of review would be to
confirm that OCTC properly applied the criteria necessary to invoke the vexatious complainant
designation (10 or more complaints finally closed in the preceding two-year period).
Upon designation of a person as a vexatious complainant, OCTC would not be required to
acknowledge or process new complaints from the vexatious complainant unless the new
complaint is verified under penalty of perjury and submitted on the complainant’s behalf by an
active licensed attorney who is not currently subject to disciplinary proceedings or on
disciplinary or criminal probation. This process ensures that there will continue to be a method
for vexatious complainants who have meritorious complaints to have their allegations
evaluated and potentially investigated by the State Bar.
This rule is intended to reasonably construe the requirement of Business and Professions Code
Section 6093.5 that the State Bar acknowledge receipt of a complaint within two weeks of
receipt and provide the complainant with the reasons for the disposition of a complaint. The
rule is intended to avoid an overly literal interpretation that would create an absurd result if the
State Bar were required to continue acknowledging and processing every complaint received by
a complainant even in a case where a complainant has previously submitted large numbers of
frivolous complaints. See, e.g., Upland Police Officers Assn. v. City of Upland (2003) 111
Cal.App.4th 1294, 1304 [“Although enactments must ordinarily be construed in accordance
with the plain and ordinary meaning of their words, the literal language of the measure may be
disregarded to avoid absurd results and to fulfill the apparent intent of the framers.”]. The rule
appropriately balances the individual right of petition with the public interest in ensuring that
the government’s ability to serve the broader public is not unreasonably impaired. See, e.g.,
Vargas v. City of Salinas (2011) 200 Cal. App. 4th 1331, 1342 [“While the right of petition is
accorded a paramount and preferred place in the democratic system, it has never been
absolute . . . Reasonable, narrowly drawn restrictions designed to prevent abuse of the right
can be valid.”] [citations and quotations omitted].
The rule is modeled on, but less restrictive than, California’s vexatious litigant statute (Code of
Civil Procedure section 391), which has consistently been held to meet due process and
constitutional requirements. See generally Wolfgram v. Wells Fargo Bank (1997) 53 Cal.App.4th
43, 60-62 [vexatious litigant statute does not violate due process because procedural
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safeguards allow vexatious litigant to apply to presiding judge for permission to file lawsuit
upon showing of merit].
The proposed rule is retroactive to January 1, 2018. This retroactivity provision is intended to
allow OCTC to apply the vexatious complainant designation to complainants who have
submitted large numbers of meritless complaints in the past year, not all of which have yet
been processed. If this rule is enacted, OCTC would be given the authority to designate those
persons as vexatious and to forego processing of the complaints already received but not yet
processed.
B. Proposed Amendment to Rule of Procedure 5.10 (Confidential Proceedings)
This item also proposes an amendment to Rule of Procedure 5.10 to clarify that the
proceedings in State Bar Court regarding a request for review of the vexatious complainant
designation would be confidential.
Business and Professions Code Section 6086.1(b) requires that “all disciplinary investigations
are confidential until the time that formal charges are filed. . .” The State Bar is therefore
prohibited from disclosing publicly information about allegations of attorney misconduct which
did not result in disciplinary charges.
Rule 5.10 currently provides that proceedings concerning appeals of adverse moral character
decisions and involuntary inactive enrollment proceedings under Business and Professions Code
section 6007(b)(3) are confidential. This amendment to rule 5.10 would add vexatious
complainant proceedings to the list of State Bar Court proceedings that are confidential.
This amendment to rule 5.10 is necessary so that the review procedure in State Bar Court
concerning the vexatious complainant designation will not result in public disclosure about
previous complaints filed by the complainant against other attorneys which did not result in
charges.

FISCAL/PERSONNEL IMPACT

Adoption of the proposed rule would conserve OCTC personnel resources currently dedicated
to processing repeat complaints from complainants who meet the criteria to be deemed
vexatious under the proposed rule.

RULE AMENDMENTS

Title III, Division II, Chapter 6, of the Rules of Procedure would be amended to add new rule
2605.
Title 5,2 Division 1, Rule 5.10 of the Rules of Procedure would be amended to add that
proceedings under new rule 2605 are confidential.

BOARD BOOK AMENDMENTS
2

The Roman numeration of Title III and Arabic numeration of Title 5 of the Rules of Procedure are in the original.
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None

STRATEGIC PLAN GOALS & OBJECTIVES

Goal: 2. Ensure a timely, fair, and appropriately resourced admissions, discipline, and regulatory
system for the more than 250,000 lawyers licensed in California.

RECOMMENDATIONS
It is recommended that the Regulation and Discipline Committee approve the following
resolution:
RESOLVED, that staff is authorized to make available for a 45-day public comment
period: (1) proposed State Bar Rule of Procedure 2605, attached hereto as Attachment
A; and (2) proposed amendment to State Bar Rule of Procedure 5.10, attached hereto as
Attachment B.
FURTHER RESOLVED, that this authorization for release of public comment is not, and
shall not be construed as, a statement or recommendation of approval of the proposed
new Rule of Procedure.

ATTACHMENT(S) LIST
A. Proposed language of new State Bar Rule of Procedure 2605.
B. Proposed language of amendment to State Bar Rule of Procedure 5.10.
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